Annex 4: Guidelines for gathering cases on guidance in validation

Each country/area provides 2 different cases on individuals/validants who have received guidance in the validation process. You will need to approach guidance personnel and validants in order to gather the information needed.

Please provide information on guidance delivered/obtained in the validation process according to the headings below.

1. Provide background information of the validant (demographics, situation, brief history)
2. Describe the existing legal rights of the validant
3. Describe the intake process (why and how did the validant enter the validation process – was guidance provided during that phase?)
4. Describe the process of guidance in validation (describe the guidance provided content wise during the validation process – what was the purpose and what type of a professional delivered the guidance?)
5. What where the results in regards to guiding the validant towards continuing learning/career development?
6. How did the validant experience the guidance delivered during the validation process?
7. How was the guidance delivered financed?
8. Additional comments